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distributed, and bounded by surfaces everywhere perpendicular to the face of the wall. If the channels be sufficiently numerous relatively to the wavelength of vibration, the transition, when sound impinges, from simple plane waves on the outside to the waves of simple form in the interior of the channels occupies a space which is small relatively to the wave-length, and then the connexion between the condition of things outside and inside admits of simple expression.
On the outside, where the dissipation is neglected, the velocity potential (<£) of the plane waves, incident and reflected in the plane of say, at angle 6, is subject to
dtyldtf^a^dtyldtf + dty/df),   ..................... (1)
or if ^ oc eini, where n is real,
d*d>ldx2 + d2<j>/dyz + k*ct>=0, ........................ (2)
k being equal to n/a.    The solution of (1) appropriate to our purpose is
the first term representing the incident wave travelling towards — x, and the second the reflected wave. From (3) we obtain for the velocity u parallel to x, and the condensation s, when as = 0,
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For the motion inside a channel we introduce in (1) on the left a term hd<j>/dt, h being positive, to represent the dissipation. Thus, if <£ be still proportional to eint, we have in place of (2)
d*<j>/da? + d^dyz + dz<j>/dz*'+ k'*<j> = 0, .................. (7)
where k'z is now complex, being given by
V*=*&- ink/a* ............................... (8)
If we write k' = k^ — ikz, where klt k2 are real and positive, we have
^2 _ &22 = ^    ]Clk2 = %nh/a? ......................... (9)
At a very short distance from the mouth of the channel dtyfdy*, dtyfdz2 in (7) may be neglected, and thus
^ = e^(A'cos^ + J5/sin/c/«!} ...................... (10)
If the channel be closed at x ~ — I,

